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The Prosperity Secret
Previous conservative rulings opened a floodgate of bribery and corruption in politics, and now the court will prevent the American people from being able to find out who is buying the government.
The Roberts Court thinks plutocrats should be able to buy the government in secret
In ‘An Ordinary Life’, former Election Commissioner Ashok Lavasa writes about his father Udai Singh and the moral compass that guided him in a rapidly changing India.
Honesty and truth are not merely ideals. They form the survival kit of many: Ashok Lavasa
In its infamous decision in Citizens United v. FEC (2010), the Supreme Court tossed a bone to lawmakers seeking to regulate money in politics. With a few exceptions, Citizens United stripped the ...
The Supreme Court just made Citizens United even worse
The ruling was a victory for conservative groups, which argued that a disclosure law in California violated their First Amendment rights and exposed top donors to potential intimidation or attack.
Supreme Court says charities do not have to disclose the names of their largest donors
While the seemingly narrow opinion doesn’t get to the larger questions about campaign finance disclosure laws, it surely opens the door to their demise, a point noted by Justice Sonia Sotomayor in ...
SCOTUS Is Finishing the Job on Financial Disclosure Requirements
At this year’s SNEC event in Shanghai, China, pv magazine took the opportunity to talk with GoodWe founder and chairman, Daniel Huang. He outlined the key PV inverter trends he expects to see over the ...
GoodWe founder on PV inverter trends, opportunities, and the key to business success
“We wish both of them long life and prosperity, as they continue to support ... 47 YEAR OLD MAN FINALLY DISCOVERS THE SECRET SOLUTION THAT MYSTERIOUSLY JERKED HIS DEAD MANHOOD BACK TO LIFE ...
Tinubu will make a good president – Olubadan
It's no secret that the 1920s were known as a decade of innovation and prosperity, characterized by unprecedented economic growth that birthed new industries and fostered boundless creativity. Cities ...
In Kansas City, the New Roaring ‘20s Promise a Bright Future
According to the Newberry County Sheriff’s Office, EMS was called to Duckbill Road in the Prosperity community ... The former president says his "biggest secret is to marry the right person ...
Parents charged after baby dies from cocaine in Newberry Co., deputies say
The governor equally praised the dedication to duty and the commitment of the council members to the cause of taking Oyo State from poverty to prosperity ... DISCOVERS THE SECRET SOLUTION THAT ...
Why I sacked commissioners, by Makinde
Chaumet's new secret watch will be launched this month. This virtuoso creation is part of the maison's tradition of jewellery timepieces. Chaumet's creations have always revolved around the symbols of ...
Chaumet's newest 18k yellow gold watch is a sight to behold
“We kind of started in 2010 when I was still the state director of Americans for Prosperity,” Kropf told ... it can keep that information secret. Kropf’s salary as the nonprofit’s full ...
Lobbying group Mike Nearman invited into Oregon Capitol eluded disclosing funding sources for years
"The DNA of the CPC is to put people's benefits as the top priority, which is embodied by almost all major policies in the past 10 decades," said Hu, when asked what the Party's secret is.
CPC always strives for the people's interests: Expert
Even though the size of the average start-up pales compared to some of the more established companies, it’s hard to ignore the role they play in the prosperity ... It’s no secret that ...
The Digital Disruptors – Top 3 Much-Needed Start-Ups To Watch In 2021
and prosperity, it said. Based on its prevailing realities, the CPC considers the rights to subsistence and development to be the primary rights, which is the secret of China's progress in human ...
CPC adds diversity to concept of human rights: white paper
and prosperity, it said. Based on its prevailing realities, the CPC considers the rights to subsistence and development to be the primary rights, which is the secret of China's progress in human ...
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